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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the effects of surface roughness on the swirling flow 
characteristics and the swirl decay in conical diffusers. Turbulent swirling flow, with 
small and moderate swirl intensity, through 8 and 16 degrees included divergence 
angle diffusers having different wall roughnesses are predicted. The Reynolds- 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations combined with the k-E turbulence model, that is 
valid for both smooth and rough surfaces by incorporating the equivalent sand-grain 
roughness height into the model functions, are employed in order to calculate the 
diffuser flows. Three conical diffusers with 8, 12 and 24 degrees divergence angles 
and having different wall roughness are tested experimentally to clarify the 
influences of roughness on the diffusers performance. For non-swirling flow, the 
results indicate that the performance of all diffusers is affeted by increasing 
the relative wall roughness. Increasing the surface roughness was found to reduce the 
chances of separation for stalled diffusers. In case of swirling flow, it can be . . 
concluded that the rate of swirl decay in conical diffukers is a function of the surface 
roughness, the total included divergence angle, the diffuser axial length and the inlet 
Reynolds number. Therefore, the greatest improvement in the performance of IOU& 

conical diffuser occurred with an optimum inlet swirl interisity corresponding to the 
relative surface roughness and the total included divergence angle. The maximum 
performance of rough conical.di&ser is obtained by trading off the effects between 
relative surface roughness and the swirl intensitjl The comparison between predicted 
and measured results shows that, the numerical: model:. predicts the swirling flow 
through rough conical diffusers fairly well. :, : . .  ,., 
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1- INTRODUCTION . .a 

The volute casing of fan, compressor oL centrifigal pump is designed 
precisely so that the static pressure can reniaifi constant over the whole 
periphery of the impeller. Normally, the surfack loughness of the volute may 
arise from the manufacturing process or from long time of service. Thus the 
wall surface of the passage is usually not hydraulically smooth and friction 
between the fluid and the walls of the volute will result in losses. These losses 
will manifkst themselves as a fall in pressure in the direction bf flow. This 
means that fall in pressure w&xurgat the origin of the volute, i. &just after 
the irdpeller. In other applications, useof a diffuser downstream of a turbine is 
usefii for ene:gy conservation. For a fixed exit pressure, placing a diffuser at 
the end of the turbine ( gas, steam or hydraulic turbine ) reduces the back 
pressure and increases the turbine pressure ratio and consequently the net 
output work. The presence of surface roughness will increase the friction 
losses ' and affect the flow itself inside the diffuser and consequently it reduces 
the turbomachime efficiency. Subsequent experiments and correlations have 
sought relate different types of roughness in different fields to'the results of the 

:ii. 
s&d-gam roughness, which are employed in the classical experiments in 
pipes and boundary layers by Nikuradse [I]. In addition, swirl flow is 
sometimes observed in the exit pipe of such turbomachines. Therefor, it is 
necessary to consider the effect of surface roughness in the presence of swirl 
flow on the performance of conical diffusers. This will be demonstrated in this 
paper through the study of swirling flow in rough conical diffusers. 

.,. , .  . . . 
., Swirl& .flow in confined geometries is an important subject because of 

its wid&ndustrial use. Most attention has been given to strongly re-circulating 
swirling flows in gas turbine combustor geometries or free swirling jets, Refs. 
[2] to [6]. But swirling turbulent flow in diffusers also occurs in a number of 
commonly used fluid mechanical devices. For this reasons, many experiments 
have been performed to analyze which of the effects of swirl on the overall 
diffuser performance are important for efficient use, Refs. [7] to [9]. In non- 
swirling diffuser flows, separation or near-separation is caused by the 
occurrence of a region of low axial momentum near the wall, because of the 
positive axial pressure gradient. It was found that, the inclusion of swirl 
upstream of the diffuser inlet can prevent separation occurring for diffuser 
angles and area ratios at which it would otherwise occur, Refs. [lo] and [I I]. 
However, most of these studies concentrate on the e%fects of swirl intensity 
and &£her geometry. Few studies are devoted to fhe becai of swirling fl& 
in diffusers and no clear generalized methods to pred&he decay of swiil 
along these geometries. One of these few studies was proposed by So [12]. He 
developed a theoretical model for computing the vortex decay mechanism in a 
conical diffuser with 6 degrees total included divergence angle. The method 
based on the solution of integral equations of mass, axial momentum, angular 
momentum and moment of axial momentum. He concluded that the theoretical 
results are not compatible with the experimental results. Recently, Abdalla, 



et. al. [13] studied the effects of inlet turbulence intensity and inlet swirl on the 
performance of conical diffusers. They concluded that, the effect of swirling 
inlet flow on diffuser performance was found to be a strong function of the 
flow regime in tJiejmne diffuser with axial flow. Swirling inlet flow slightly 
affect the performance of non-separated diffuser flow while swirling inlet flow 
caused a large improvement for wide-angled diffusers based on inlet swirl 
intensity. Optima of swirl intensity are presented for the various swirl angles 
investigated. It is also found that, the decay of swirl is strongly affected by the 
flow regimes in conical diffusers. On the other hand, effects of Reynolds 
number on a swirl decay in a circular pipe were measured by many 
investigators. Kreith and Sonju [14] obsewed that a turbulent swirl decays to 
about 10 to 20 percent of its initial intensity in a distance of about 50 pipe 
diameters. Moreover, the swirl decay being more rapid at smaller than at 
larger Reynolds number. Hui and Tomita [15] examined experimentally the 
decay of swir1;the average of dynamic and total pressures and the wall 
pressure in a long pipeline for two Reynolds numbers and five different inlet 
swirl intensities. It is found that, the characteristics of swirling flow is a 
function of swirl intensity, Reynolds number, and pipe length-to-diameter 
ratio. The effect of surface roughness on the swirl decaying process is 
neglected in all the previous investigations. The work of Senoo andNagata 
[16] is one of the few studies where the swirling flow throughpipes with 
different roughness was considered. They proposed a procedure to compute 
local wall static pressure and average static pressure if the swirl intensity and 
the relative roughness of the pipe are specified. Also, an equation for the axial 
decay of swirl was obtained. Murakarni et. al. [17] studiedturbulent swirl 
flows in long straight circular pipes having different wall roughness and 
discussed the effect of surface roughness on the decay of swirl flow. They 
found that the strength of the swirl decreases exponentially along the pipe axis 
and its decrement varies with change of the flow patterns. Murakami et, al. 
[17] proposed a local relationship between average total pressure and wall 
pressure. However, these procedures are rather complicated and have 
limitations. Recently, Reader-Harris [IS] was studied the decay of swirling 
flows in a pipe by solving the simplified Navier-Stokes equations. His results 
indicated that, the swirl decay rate is increased with increasing the pipe 
~ c t i o n  factor. 

The objective of this work is to study the effects of surface roughness on 
the characteristics of swirling flow and the swirl decay in conical diffusers. 
Despite of some previous experimental and numerical studies where surface 
roughness and pressure gradient are involved, the information that was 
obtained on this subject still remains far from complete. Also, the process of 
boundary layer separation with presence of surface roughness is not fully 
understood. The computational study was made of a conical diffuser with total 
included divergence angles of 8 and 16 degrees, for the conditions with and 
without swirl. It is assumed that the flow is steady, axisyrnmetric and 



incompressible. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations combined 
with.:tI&l.k-& turbulence model are employed in order to calc'ulate the flow 
parariietebc&rough the diffuser. An experimental evaluation of the effects of 
sdiW&ighni:ss on the performance of conical diffuserswith non-swirling 
~ ~ k . i $ l o ~ ~  was conducted. To verify the numerical method, predicted results 
ar&&ipared'with experimental results' of conical diffusers with different wall 
surface idughnesses and different total included'divergence angles. 

: :. . . 

2-THE.MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION. 
: / . :. 

2.1. Governing Equations and Turbulence Closure 

The problem under consideration is governed by the steady two- 
dimedsional axisymmetric form of the continuity and the time-averaged 
~avi&stokes equations. The cylindrical coordinate-system (x, r, 0 ) is used 
to de&ibe the flow in the axisymmetric conical diffuser, Fig.(l). Forthe 
p i ~ ~ F n f i s t h y ,  the steady state equations' for hdimipressible, axisymmetric, 
t~irliif&t::&rlin~ ., flow may be written as follows, Refs. [I91 and [ZO]. 

.,,..'? . .. a i a 
a-',Confinuity equation : -( p d )"4 --( p v r ) = 0 
;; l it; a x  . . . r a r  

@ , ~ o m & t ~  and turbulence modkl equations : 

The momentum and turbulence model equations in (x, r, 0 ) directions 
can be written in the general form as follow, 

The fluxes for the source term Sm are given in table (I), where 
quantities are defined as follows: 

2 2 v ["a : I 2  [ a 4  :]1 [&J} G ? ( -  ( - 1  + (  + -+- + r - )  + - { [a. a r  r 

. . (5) 
where, u ,  v and w are the axial, radial and tangential velocities, respective.h.: 
4 is thegeneral dependent variable. x, r, and 0 are the axialj radial: and 
tangential I coordinates. p and I$ are the density and the effective di&sivity 
coefficients; S+ is the source of 4 . In the present calc,ulations, equations: were 
I! . .. 



solved for mean continuity and with .. dependent , "  variables, 4 , corresponding to 
the axial, radial and tangential velocity comBonents. The effective diisivity 
was calculated from the two-equatibns k- E turbulence model that is valid for 
both smooth and rough surfaces by incorporating the equivalent sand-grain 
roughness height into the model functions. 9- 

The effective viscosity, p , and the length scale of turbulence motion, 1, are 
given by the following equations, respectively. . 

where pe is the laminar viscosity. The standard k-E turbulence closure model 

involves five modeling constants, summarized in table (2). These values are 
recommended by Launder and Spalding [19] based on extensive examination 
of turbulent flows. 

Table 2. Empirical constants in k-E model 

cu Cl c2 I Ok I OE I 

2.2 Boundary Conditions and The Effect of Surface Roughness 

The governing equations by themselves do not yield a solution to a given 
problem. Additional boundary information is required at the inlet, outlet, the 
axis of symmetry and the solid wall. The inlet plane is located for enough 
upstream the diffuser inlet. Therefore, inlet velocity profiles corresponding to 
uniform flow were considered at the inlet section. In the case of swirling 
flows, the swirl velocity profile of a forced vortex was assumed at the inlet 
section. The turbulence kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation are generally 



estimated', ,,fio.bp;'&e.a~sumption , .  . , , .  of local equilibriuin of turbulknc'e'o'i ., . according 
to the folloiving expressions, Refs. [21] and [22], , . , < r  

. . . '  : .; . . ,  . : , , # 

2 k .  .=, .au.  ; = k1.5 / h d ::;:.. . .; :;.: , .  ( 8 )  ; . .  .! 
111 111 

where d is the diffuser inlet diameter,. a and h are const&ts. 'The.const&irs I !  

were t+en, for the present application, as those given by Lillely and Rhode 
;!: : >  ? '  dt. );.. ;t 

[21] : a= 0%3 &d = 0.005. At the outlet plane, the d&kmlent vg la e or I s 
flux is assumed not to change W e r  in the diuectionno~al~to~e~outlet  
plane. Either. the first or second derivative of a dependent v%able in  the 
normal direction is set to zero. The exit plane is located! far enough 
downstream where the flow will not influence the upstream properties. Along 
the axis of symmetry, the gradient in the radial direction of all variables is set 
to zero, except for the radial velocity component ( v ) which is given a d e f ~ t e  
value of zero. 

On the solid boundary, the no-slip velocity boundary conditions are used. 
In the standard k-E model, viscous diffusion are neglected and empirical wall 
functions are used to bridge the viscous layer. This is accomplished by relating 
the velocity component at the first grid node outside this layer to the wall shear 
stress via the logarithmic law of the wall. A uniform shear stress prevails in 
this viscous layer, and the generation and dissipation of energy are'iwbalance 
there via the assumption that the tubulence is in a state of equilibrium. When 
local equilibrium conditions prevail in the near-wall layer, the near-wall grid 
node values of k and E are fixed to the following empirical correlations via 
the incorporated logarithmic-law option applicable to smooth walls. The wall 
functions most commonly used are : 

where u, iS the friction velocity, u, = ( .rw l p)0.5 and C, = 0.09 . x is the 

Von-Karman constant, taken to be 0.41, and E is the roughness parameter, 
taken to be 9.7 for smooth wall. 

The standard wall functions described above are restricted to smooth 
walls. Launder and Spalding [19] proposed a wall-function method which can 
be applied to rough walls as well as smooth walls in which pressure gradient 
can be accounted. This method is called the generalized wall functions. The 
main feature of the generalized wall functions is based on a modified log-law 
that uses the turbulent kinetic energy as the characteristic velocity scale, rather 
than the kiction velocity. The value of k at the near-wall grid cells is not fixed 
in this option and is calculated fiom its regular transport equation. However, in 
the source term for k ( Eq. ( 3 )), the dissipation rate for the near-wall cells is 
fixed to, 



The principle effects- of surface roughness are confined to the inner 
. . :I;; ', 

region of the boundary..l.ayer . , ..... and,.@aracterized .. by the following law of the 
wall, Ref. [23] , .: 

1 
, 

u+ =- jnen(y+) +B:.AB :, ::&... .! u + =   en(^^+) 1 
X X 

(1 1) 

where E = exp( x (B - AB )) and AB depends on the type and size of 
roughness, also called the roughness function. For the sand-grain roughness 

AJ3 is found to be a function of k: ( k,  u, / v ) , where k, is the absolute 

roughness height of the sand grain. An empirical formulae given by Jayatillika 
1241 for E, which express E as a function of the roughness Reynolds number, 

k: , the value of E could be obtained as follows ; 

k: < 3.7 E = 9.7 , the smooth wall value 

3 . 7 < k f  <I00  E = 1 / [ a ( k f / 2 9 . 7 ) 2 + ( l - a ) / 8 1 ] 0 5 ,  (12) 

k: > I00 E = 29.7 / k: 

where a = ( 1 + 2 z3 - 3 z2 ) , and z = 0.02248 ( 100 - k: ) / (k: )0.584 

2-3 Numerical Procedure 

The governing equations were integrated over the two-dimensional 
axisymmetric control volume which is created by the cylinderical grid system 
of coordinates to provide the finite difference equations, Fig. (1). The 
discretization scheme used is a hybrid system (an upwind-central difference 
scheme) explained in detail by Launder and Spalding [19]. The set ofthe 
resulting algebraic finite-difference equations were solved numerically by an 
iterative, line-by-line procedure, Ref. [20]. A staggered grid system is 
employed in the present computation so that the gridlines do not coincide with 
the diffuser wall. In this method, the diffuser wall surface must be 
approximated by step-like surfaces, as shown in Fig. (1). For the grid used in 
calculations, various grid sizes were used to obtain a grid independent 
solution. The results of calculations show that the grid size 47 x 40 provided 
grid independent solution. The solution was considered to be converged when 
the maxima of the mass flux and momentum flux residuals summed at all 
nodes were less than 0.05 % of the inlet flux. 

3- EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 

The arrangement of the experimental test section is shown in Fig. (2). 
Two electric compressors draw air from the atmosphere to the air tank. The 
compressor delivery pressure is controlled automatically. The compressed air 
£?om the air tank flows through a main pipeline and through a control valve 
which regulates the flow rate through the test diffusers. In order to cancel out 
the flow non-uniformity caused by the valve, an entry pipe has 80 diameters 
length was used before the test diffusers to ensure a fully developed flow at 



. 2 ,  

the entrance. The diffusers have the same entry arid k&:di+t6tsj 25 mm and 
50 -,. respectively. Series of experiments w e i & . " i e & o n  conical 
diffusers of total included divergence angles ( 2 a  ) 8; baa ahd 24. I /  degrees. All 

; . '  the tested!diCfUsers are fabricated fiom copper and having ari area ratio (AR) of 
, 4:43n .leaYing.the test diffuser, the air enters a tail pipe which passes the air to 

. , .  
1' ,I;; the atmosphere. . . . . .,:,i.!:,: 

, . .:L:I< ;:.,ij; ' ;,;:;,.:.; 
W'roughness of the diffuser wall made by'st&ng 'h& kinds of the ,,;ir,{;.{j. -,; .. 

sand $a'#&&(Y# 40, # 80 and # 120 ), which were diffei~ii tkthe roughness. 
The arithmetic center-line average roughness ( Ra ) of theisind papers was 
measured at Benha Institute of Technology. The measured values of Ra are 
given in Table (3). The roughness conditions referred to Ra becausethe 
surface roughness of the passage in turbomachines is prescribed by the value 
of Ra , Ref. [25]. 

Table 3. Roughness of sand papers used. ; ,: 

Sandpapers 1 # 40 1 # 80 1 # 120 
R a ( w )  1 109.02 1 53.7 1 36.1 

The experiments were conducted for non-swirling flow through the 
conical diffusers to verify the numerical study. The diffusers were provided 
with five static pressure tappings along the surface. The taps of static pressure 
have. 1.0 mm in diameter, were carefully drilled normal to the diffuser surface. 
In ;addition to the wall static pressure tap at 3d ahead of the diffuser entrance 
to' measure the reference static pressure. A multi-tube water manometer was 
used for measuring the pressure recovery coefficient along the tested diffusers. 
Tlie measurements of inlet velocity profiles at 3d ahead of the diffuser 
entrance were conducted using a calibrated three holes probe. The pressure 
recovery coefficient, Cp, which is a measure of the diffuser efficiency is 
expressed in terms of the actual static pressure rise ( AP ) to the inlet dynamic . 

pressure ( 05:p U: ), Cp = AP / (05 p U: ). The air velocity at the entrance 
of the tesiedL"diffuser was measured using a calibrated three holes probe. 
Experiments'were carried out for the inlet Reynolds number ( Re ) ranged fiom 
5 x lo4 to 1.72 x 10' , based on the inlet mean velocity and the inlet diameter 
of the diffuser. 

The uncertainties of the measurements of the inlet velocity profiles are 
. . 

, ' A .  . , 
estimated to be about+ 1.5 percent. The experimental errors in the pressure 

... 
t i  ix?:: :,,, .~, L, 

measurements and the pressure recovery coefficient are estimated to be about 
~, .I!. :C:,.~ ., L: 

+ 0.5 &d f 1.2 percent, respectively. The".experimental errors in the 

:,., J . .I- ;.; . : ., .; , measurements were.calculated using Kline and McClintock technique [26]. 



4- COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
. I , ,  , ,....., .,:j ; ' -  . . .  

4-1 Results of Nbn-Swikling F1qv in ~ o u ~ h ~ ~ i f f u ~ e l ' k  
, . ,:, . . 

~igure ,  (3): , , i&jic$es'&tt , . . L  ... .. . axial variation of % .]ball recovery 
. .d; coefficient. Cp ,)':with ,.:., ,.... . x . d for two conical diffusers with total included 

divergence..apgle . . 2&.= , / /  . .  8 d 8 . 1 6  degrees and. having an area ratio of 4, 
..:i ; ., , ' . respectively; ~e . ,~ef f$c ' t  of relative . . surface roughness (E,) on the,variation of 

< >  ( . .  

; ' ~ ' ~ r 6 ~ ~ u r ~ ~ ~ r e c o v e ~ o e f r j & j e ~  $? constant Reynolds number of 1.1 x lo5 has 
,,', . . ,. .,. . 

;. ijkeriiplotted in theifimiSL$py smooth and rough diffusers, the results indicate 
that th&i is:an'increase~~.,the pressure recovery coefficient with an increase in 
x /Ld . However;. ,the,rate: of increase of C, with x /Ld decreases near to the 
diffuser exit. The cury~s  for various values of relative rouglqss are almost 
identical to the c ~ e ~ f ~ p r . o - ~ e l a t i v e  roughness or smooth s@&e condition. 
It can he observed from @se qgures that, the pressure recovery coefficient for 
both diffusers seems to be' &y &nsitive to the surface roughness variation 
from the beginning of the@ffuser. Generally, the pressure recovery coefficient 
of 8 and 16 degrees. diffusers are decreased with increassg the relative 

: ..;:,..! 
roughness of the di@yrsyal1.;l$e . . ,  resultant effect of incieasing z, is a large 
drop in the C, at the..ebanie of the diffuser and a more significant reduction 
in the C,'-.at .:the -dif%wr. exit. 'This occurs due to an increase in the boundary 
layer blockage &th$/diffus& inlet which reduces the effective flow area, in 
addition. to hcreasing the friction losses with increasing:fhe surface roughness. 
It was .pointed out that in. smooth ducts friction losses -were completely 
determined by the Reynolds number. In rough ducts, the value of friction 
factor depends also on the roughness of the inside surface. 

. . - .  
In 16 degrees diffuser, as shown in ~ i ~ . ' , ( 4 ) ,  it is noticed at constant. 

: surface .. . roughness ,.,. that, the veloci.wnear to the d w s e r  . .,- wall decreases as the 
,,flqw moves downstream . :.., , .  and hence the: wal1,pressure increases. The kinetic 

energy of t$k qartiplbs of the fluid-enablesthem t&nove,against the growing 
pressure and . . , ,  the &&tioi&sistance. The degradation of kinetic energy is along 
the dimser and . .  %dh?.fh15: , . .  .., cehterhe to the bomd;&y. The energy of layers at 
the bo&daryis, sb ~nia'll ilbt the i n c r 6 a ~ e d . ~ r e ~ ~ ; l k . ~ ~ m a ~  stop the: flow there or 
even reverie it.  AS'^ result, 'eddies form and the flpw separation from the wall, . . 

as shown in Fig. (4) whichitlisplays the vari&n of the normalized wall 
velocity with x /Li for imooth and rough condi'tibns. It is noticed fiom this' . , 

figure that, the s~ooh':&all' velocity distribution shows faster rate of decay .' 
than the rough wall vdocit~i distribution along the diffuser. Increasingthe 
relative roughnessi16f the: surface up to 0.009259 is, accompanied by an 
increase in the wall! v'dbcity and hence the seprationis suppressed. This is 
referred to ' that, :i&&&ing the surface rou&ess wil'increases also the 
turbuleiide'%&el in the wall region, as shoivfi in  Fig. (5), and hence the 
turbul&& Ibs$ willbedecreased. The high turbulence ie+fel in the wall region 

.I:. , 
results: m"41 &drease:of the distortion within the diffuser, as shown in Fig. (6) 

. . 1 .; ...; 
" which'~s,~lotted at x ha = 0.966 . This will control the . . boundary layer growth 



along the diffuser wall and consequently reduces the separation tendency. In 
spite of the disappearance of the separation tendency with increasing the 
surface roughness, the overall pressure recovely coefficient of 16 degrees 
diffuser is noticed to decrease. This may be attributed to the reduction of the 
effective flow area that caused by the increase of the boundary layer blockage 
at the diffuser entrance and the surface roughness. Three other references also 
clearly demonstrate a reduction of Cp owing to an increase in the inlet 
blockage of the boundary layer, in spite of high turbulence; Ref. 1271, when a 
screen ring enlarged the wake component of the velocity profile, Ref. [28]; 
when a rough entrance pipe was employed and Ref. [29], when the entrance 
plane contained annular steps. On examining the non-dimensional axial 
velocity distribution near the difiser exit, as plotted in Fig. (6), one observes 
that the separation tendency is completely disappeared when the relative 
surface roughness of the diffuser wall becomes 0.009259. 

4-2 Results of Swirling Plow in Rough Diffusers 

The effect of relative surface roughness on the wall pressure recovely 
coefficient along 8 degrees diffuser is plotted in Fig. (7) for two swirling flow 
intensities at the diffuser inlet, So = 0.0906 and 0.2965. Local swirl number 
( S ) has been successfully used to express the swirl intensity by several 
investigators, Senoo et. al. [I 11 and Algiferi et. al. [30]. It is defmed as the 
ratio of the angular momentum flux to the product of the inlet radius and the 
axial momentum flux. The swirl number ( S ) may be defined as : 

R R 
s = J u w r 2  dr I R ~ ,  J u 2 r  dr (13) 

0 0 

where u and w are axial and tangential velocities, respectively, Ri, is the inlet 
diffuser radius. In the present calculations, four swirl intensities 0.0,0.0906, 
0.1869 and 0.2965, which are equivalent to swirl angle P = 0, 10,20 and 30 
degrees, were tested. It can be observed from Fig. (7) that; by increasing the 
relative surface roughness, the pressure recovery coefficient was found to be 
dramatically reduced in spite of the presence of swirling flow. The same trend 
is also observed for 16 degrees diffuser, as shown in Fig. (8). The main reason 
of lowering the pressure distribution along the diffusers is the increase of 
frictional losses because of the greater surface area in the case of swirling 
flow. In addition, increasing the surface roughness may be absorbing the swirl 
effect and it increases the rate of swirl decay. In the case of 16 degrees 
diffuser, it can be seen fiom Fig. (96) that a low velocity region with reversal 
flow occurs at the diffuser exit when the inlet swirl intensity is 0.0906 and x, 
= 0.0 . With the introduction of lightly swirling flow ( So = 0.0906 ), the 
tendency of flow separation increases with increasing the relative surface 
roughness. Large inlet swirl intensity was necessary in order to reduce or to 
eliminate the separation zone and then improving the pressure recovery. This 
was obsen)ed in Fig. (9-b)where the separatio* is eliminated completely from 



the 'i6 degrees diffuser *the smooth surface,condition as the swirl intensity 
increased to"0:2965. This may- b e  attributed. tti the resulting radial pressure 
gradient which -'bring about enhanced the fluid mixing near the boundary and 
decreases the b o ~ d a r y  layer thickness. As:!a consequence, the .pressure 
recovery at thediffusei exit .is increased, compare Figs. (8-a) and (8-b). 
However, increasing. the' surface roughness 4?om 0.0 to 0.005556 increases 
.again the separationdendency h i d e  the di6.ser.a~ shown in Fig. (9-b). This .. 
means.that,;the magnitude! o f ~ p t i m u m  swirl intensity, i.e. the swirl at which 
the pressufe rScovery is  the maximum, isi strongly depends on the relative 
surface roughness in. addition to the total : included, divergence angle of the 
diffuser. The results of C, variations plotted in Figs. (lo) and (1 1) indicate that 
the optima of inlet swirl. intensity required;, f a  ;obtaining the maximum 
improvement in the pressure recovery was-not thesamefor the tested diffusers 
at different surface.. roughnesw: :As: shown, ,in&:(l.l); ,the optimum swirl 
intensi'ty ,for the maximum press.uo.,re.~oxe~Oeffi~ient of 16 degrees diffuser 
is approximately .0.2965 and 0378: :S~~the  ~r@I&iye surface roughness of 
0.000756 and 0.005556, respectively. -~t.iw@s;.$owd also that the separation 
inithe diffuser with rough surface (z, = 0.00555.6 )&;completely suppressed 
when a swirl with & optimum intensity of O.37.8;is impartedto the flow at the 
diffuser inlet, as shown in Fig. (12). However, subjecting a diffuser to a swirl 

,-4.. .. .; ,.,;.:;. largir than Optimum swirl would lead to a'det&of3t1onm ~ t s  performance due 
to the formation of re-circulation zone along'the diff&x'centerlime, Refs:[l 11 
to [13]. By comparing Figs. (6). and (12), it' is'dearly observed that .the 
presence of swirling flow reduces the'value' of kerative surface roughness. 
required for elimihatkg . .,,... the flow separafioh ia -16 d8greeS'diffuser. It canbe 
seen also fiom the comparison that, the  fldid 1pr61c'il'.?owards the will and 

' . ;  . , . .. . .,. . , ' 
suppresses the formation of separation ih- . s m r l ~ g f l o w  cases. However; as 

, 4 , .  V . ? ,  :.' 
shown in Fig. (-12), for a certain valueof 2; (E::L @:605556 ) increasing the 

' , .  . . :  ..:;$<, !. c 1 
' swirl intensity . . .. . rqdyces the centerlie ,ve19c$ ,~yhi&&)reasikg the 

recqvery qf . thk ,  d i m s ~ r .  When s ,~~l , , , ,$ te<si~. ' i< ,  .,i:;:. .?.:'. greatly elevated; 'a 
re-circulation zone may b.9 created along fipke~terlqe , ,, : , ., rick ... -. !. flie diffuser exit;' 
As a consequence, the &e&e rec&&y . 'co~ffici~nt'wifl . : ' a >  ~,. : b e  decreased cl& to 
the reduction of the effective cross sectidiYarea?On the other hand, in non- 
swirling flow, the centerline velocity increases as the surfaces roughness - 
increases, as ,showb in Fig. (6), ,and conse!j~ently results in a low pressure 
recoverv coefficient. In general, the re~ul&~s$~ested that the separation flow 
can be -preveited either by adding a swir13ith. suitable intensity to the axial 
flow' or by roughening the diffuser wall. However, prevention of separation 
due to swirl caused the performance to increa?e.;~inally, it can be concluded 
that, the maximum performance of rough ~onical diffiser is obtained by 
trading off the effects . .  between . . .  . . . . .  rela%& l j  surf& roughness and the swirl 

. i. . . . . .  . 
intensity. . . . .  . . .  

In order to examide-the jflfluence of.tQe. relative surface roughness..qn the 
swirl decay;. the variation of the relative 1ottiI swirl intensity S ( St& );al,~ng 



the diffuser centerline is shown in Fig. (13) for 8 degrees diffuser and,in Fig. 
(14) for 16 degrees diffuser. The results of the swirl decay are plotted for two 
different inlet swirl intensities, namely So = 0.0906 and 0.2965, while the 
relative surface roughness is varied from 0.0 to 0.005556. Generally, the 
relative swirl intensity 3 at upstream stations is large and it decreases 
continuously along the diffuser centerline. It is clear from these figures that 
the swirl decay depends on the relative surface roughness and the total 
included divergence angle of the diffuser. The main observation which can be 
observed from these figures is that, the rate of swirl decay in the 8 degrees 
conical diffuser is more &an that in the case of 16 degrees conical diffuser. For 
smooth surface conditions, it is noticed that a turbulent swirl decays to about 
20 percent of its initial swirl intensity in 8 degrees diffuser and to about 15 
percent in 16 degrees diffuser, for the same inlet conditions. The swirl decay 
through the 8 degrees diffuser increases from 20 percent to about 55 percent 
of its initial intensity as the relative surface roughness increases from 0.0 to 
0.005556, while the swirl decay increases from 15 percent to about 35 percent 
of its initial intensity in the case of 16 degrees diffuser. This means that the 
surface roughness absorbs the swirl effects and accelerates the swirl decay 
because the wall friction reduces the angular momentum of swirl flow. 

The effect of inlet Reynolds number on the swirl decay in the same 
diffusers is examined for the smooth and rough diffusers at So = 0.2965. Two 
Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 10' and 1.1 x 10' were used in the present 
computations. In the case of smooth diffusers, the axial swirl decay for 8 and 
16 degrees diffusers is presented in Figs. (15-a) and (15-b), respectively. An 
inspection of these figures shows that the rate of decay depends on the inlet 
Reynolds number. The decay rate increases as the Reynolds number decreases. 
The same conclusion has been achieved by Kreith and Sonju [14] for the case 
of swirling flow in pipes. For smooth surface conditions, the rate of swirl 
decay in 8 degrees diffuser is greater than that of 16 degrees diffuser for both 
Reynolds numbers. This may be due to the presence of flow separation in 
addition to the shorter length of 16 degrees diffuser compared to that of 8 
degrees diffuser. For rough diffusers and at constant surfae roughness (I;,= 
0.002385 ), it can be observed from Figs. (16) that the rate of swirl decay is 
reduced with decreasing the inlet Reynolds number. Generally, it was found 
that, the swirl decay across the 16 degrees diffuser is slightly affected by the 
inlet Reynolds number in both smooth and rough cases, but it strongly depends 
on the diffuser length. This is due to the strong adverse pressure gradient 
which creates in wide-angled diffusers. 

To summarize, the overall performance of conical difisers which is 
measured by the overall pressure recovery coefficient at the diffuser exit 
( Cpo ) is presented in Figs. (17-a) and (17-b) for 8 and 16 degrees total 
included divergence angles, respectively. In these figures, the results are 
plotted to indicate the effect of surface roughness on the overall pressure 



recovery coefficient at different swirl intensities, So = 0.0,0.0906, 0.186 and 
0.2965. ' & i t  Reydold$ number for both- diffusers was heid constant at 
1.1 x 10' . The !YeSults. 'hdicate'Yh8Pthe overall pressure fkcovery coefficient 

I '  ,. 
seems to be very sens~tive to'tl'i2;+@tive surface roughness and the inlet swirl 
intensity.' As discussed' previously,"~t is observed for'both diffusers that, the 
overall :pre&ur& reWe~j i  . coefficie'iif ' decreases. as the relative surface 
roughness hcieises. The' same tren.tIs'ive .shown for both non-swirling and 
swirling flow:.'An examination of 'these figures indicate that the greatest 
improvement in the performance of eachdiffuser occurred with an optimum 
swirl intensity corresponding to the flow regime and the relative surface 
roughness. This is referred to that, the swirl decaying is increased with 
increasing the relative surface roughness. 

5- COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To verify the numerical method, predicted results are compared with 
exfierimental results of conical diffusers with different surface roughness and 
different total included divergedce angles for non-swirling flow conditions. 
These measurements' ke.conducted at the heat engine laboratory, Faculty of 
Engineering, ShebinEl-Kom. In order to examine the influence of the wall 
roughness on the performance of conical diffusers, three diffusers with 
different roughnesses were used. In the case of non-swirling inlet flow, Fig. 
(1 8) shows a comparison between the calculated values of the axial ptes&e 
recovery coefficient and the measurements for three' conical diffuserswith 
total divergence angle of 8, 12 and 24 degrees. The comparison is conducted at 
a Reynolds number of 1.72 x 10' . The values of the inlet blockages of the 
boundary layer were found in,the range 0.1 to 0.35 ..:.This means that the inlet 
boundary layer thickness is changed fiom thin to thick inlet boundary layer 
according to the surface roughness. Therefore, i t ,  can be concluded that tlie 
upstreak @iie roughness as well as ~ e ~ n d l d s  number are;important parameters 
in determining the probable' perfomiance. of a conicai ' diffuser, and that in 
many 'cases diffusers will 6$&ate w?d3huch thicker inlet boundary 
~i iers .  The results indicate that the thepry .: predicts ",.. 'the pressure recoirery 
coefficient fairly well. 'The early departure ~oy'the theoretical curves fkom 
experimental points at the diffuser entry can be attributed to the effectsof the 
sharp junction between the inlet pipe and tested diffusers. However, the figures 
hidicate a good qualitative agreement between the theory and experimental 
results for all diffusers. ,:, 

I( . .  . 
For swirling flow, the predicted values are compared with,~easurements 

made by Neve and Wirasinghe [lo] for five coniad diffuser$y$th different 
total included divergence angles and an outlet to i.nlet3rea ratio of 4.0.. .The 
inlet Reynolds numberwas 0.466 x 10' . Inlet conditions of axial velocity and 

, l i  : 
swirl velocity w&'!tak& fifm~measured values. ~n f6&htua l l~ ,  no available 
existing experimental data for rough conical diffusers with &let s d h g  
condition can be used for comparison purpose. For swirling flow and smooth 



surface condition, the experimental data of Neve and Wirasinghe [lo] are used 
for comparison purposes. The measurements were conducted with five 
different conical diffusers of total divergence angles of 10, 15,20,25 and 30 
degrees to clarify the influence 'of swirl on the performance of conical 
diffusers. Four swirl intensities equivalent to swirl angle P = 0.0, 8.6, 10.9 
and 15 degrees were tested for each diffuser configuration. The effect of inlet 
swirl intensity on the Cp, for all tested diffusers in the Ref. [lo] is shown in 
Fig. (19). The flow with additional amounts of swirl is numerically simulated 
and the predicted results are compared with the experimental data for all tested 
diffusers. The results indicate that the addition of a swirl to an axial flow in a 
conical diffuser can lead to improvements in Cp,. The predictions are in good 
agreement with the experimental results. 

6- CONCLUCTIONS 

The swirling flow in rough conical diffusers is investigated theoretically 
and experimentally to clarify the influences of roughness on the diffuser 
performance and the swirl decay. The main results obtained are : 

1- The axial pressure recovery (Cp ) of all tested conical diffusers is decreased 
with increasing the relative surface roughness (z,) for non-swirling inlet 

flow. The resultant effect of increasing k, is a large drop in the C, at the 
entrance of the diffuser and a more significant reduction in the C, at the 
diffuser exit. 

2- Increasing the surface roughness was found to have an effect on the 
separation phenomenon for moderate stalled diffusers, due to the increase 
of turbulence intensity in the wall region. 

3- The optimum inlet swirl intensity for the maximum improvement inthe 
overall pressure recovery coefficient is strongly depends upon the surface 
roughness and the total included divergence angle of the diffuser. The good 
performance of rough conical diffuser is obtained by treading off the effects 
between relative surface roughness and the swirl intensity. 

4- The rate of swirl decay in conical diffusers is a function of the surface 
roughness, the total included divergence angle, the diffuser axial length and 
the inlet Reynolds number. It was found that, the surface roughness 
accelerates the swirl decay, while the rare of swirl decay in small angle 
diffuser is more than that in the large angle diffuser. On the other hand, the 
swirl decay in small angle diffuser increases as the inlet Reynolds number 
decreases, but the swirl decay across the large angle diffuser is slightly 
affected by the inlet Reynolds number in both smooth and rough cases. 

5- The numerical model is suited to predict the swirling flow through smooth 
and rough diffusers. 



NOMENCLATURE 

', 

. . 

diffuser area ratio . . . . 

local pressure recovery coefficient .. ', 
overall pressure recovery coefficient $across 

.fhe dif i i i r ,  e&' * A P ~  1 ~ 5  p U: , 
', 

, .  ". .;i ' . 
diffuse? inlet'diamet<r, ' 
absolute s d a c e  roughness 

.,<~!> 
dative absolute roughness, Ks = k, / d 
turbulence kinetic energy near the wall 
the axial diffuser length, 

..: .' , 

the entry pipe length . . < .  
. . , 

the tail pipe length . ., . . .  
local diffuser radius 
inlet.Reynolds number, Re = Ui, d1.v 
locak &wirl,intpsity . . 
inlet-siYirl 'infensity . .  .,, 

the relative local swirl intensity, 3.  = S 1 So 
inlet velocity . . , . . . .  

. ,  . 
axial, radial and tangential velocities, . . . , . . . 

the axial velocity near the wall: : . 

axial, radial and tangential codr~inites 
normal coordinate measured ftpq the diffuserwall 
static pressure difference~betwee~diffuser.ex~~~~d.entrance 

. . 
half-total included divergence angle . . , t .... #I 

inlet swirl angle ., ...:'.. . 

kinematic viscosity . , I , :  , . .  . . . 
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